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ECG VP BS6120 Animal
Bagless vacuum cleaner
Product code: 100001178516
EAN: 8592131308213









Bagless operation
Power regulation
Premium accessories including TURBO PET brush
Dust container volume: 2.5 l

 Bagless operations

 Dust container volume: 2. l

 Dry vacuuming

 Power regulations

 Full container indicator

 Output dust filter: HEPA filter 7

 Motor filter: HEPA filter 10

 Automatic cable rewind

 2 parking positions

 Action radius 7.5 m

 Power cable length: 5 m

 Floor nozzle diameter: 35 mm

 Metal telescopic tube: max. 78 cm
 Accessories: telescopic tube with

chrome surface, Premium brush for
hard floors and carpets, TURBO PET
brush for pets, upholstery or hair, nozzles
for confined spaces, nozzles for
vacuuming dust from furniture and hard
surfaces, attachment for vacuuming
upholstered furniture
 Wheels with rubber surface

 Overheat protection

 Suction power: 180 W ±30 W

 Noise: ≤80 dB

 Rated voltage 220–240 V~ 50/60 Hz

 Nominal power: 800 W
 Product dimensions (h x w x d): 27 x

41.5 x 30.5 cm
 Weight: 6.7 kg
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Technical specification

Maximal power input
(W) 800

Voltage/Frequency 220-240 50/60

Power supply Cord

Power cord length (m) 5

Noise level (dB) ≤80 dB

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Nozzle type telescopic/stainless steel

Radius 7,5 m

HEPA filter Yes

Dust bag or dust
container volume (l) 2.5

Power regulation Yes

Full dust bag indicator No

Suction power (W) 180 ± 30

Design

Colour Black

Material Plastic/metal

Accessories

Hard floors nozzle Yes

Floor brush Yes

Tapered nozzle Yes
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Bet on effective cleaning
You will clean your home with the ECG VP BS6120 Animal floor vacuum cleaner really effectively. It is a reliable
appliance, which works with modern technology of cyclone vacuuming. It therefore uses centrifugal force to separate
the dirt, which acts on the dust and other dirt through the rotating air inside the vacuum cleaner. All dirt is then
centrifuged into the collection container and the result is perfect cleanliness without an additional clutter.

Premium accessories
You can easily clean the living room, children’s room and bedroom thanks to the high-power level of the vacuum
cleaner which reaches values up to 800 W. The practical telescopic tube and also the premium brush for hard
floors and carpets Wessel Werk will make vacuuming a breeze. If you belong among pet lovers and own one,
then you will certainly appreciate the practical turbo PET brush. It can easily deal with dog and cat hair.  
The noise level of the vacuum cleaner is a maximum of 80 decibels.  

Since this vacuum cleaner is one of the bagless appliances, you don’t have to buy more and more bags and then watch if they are
full – dust and other dirt accumulates in a 2.5 litre container, which you can simply empty at any time.

HEPA filter as a guarantee of cleanliness
The ECG VP BS6120 Animal bagless vacuum cleaner uses a modern HEPA 10 filter (High Eficiency Particulate
Arrestance), which ensures a truly perfect cleanliness at home. This is a special type of air filter that can remove
particles with a size of 300 nanometers from the air, with an efficiency of at least 99.97%. Vacuuming will ensure
a beautiful clean atmosphere at home, which is suitable even for allergy sufferers.
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